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Abstract
Background and Aim: The prevalence of ulcerative colitis (UC) is increasing in Japan.
Validated claims-based definitions are required to investigate the epidemiology of UC
and its treatment and disease course in clinical practice. This study aimed to develop a
claims-based algorithm for UC in Japan.
Methods: A committee of epidemiologists, gastroenterologists, and internal medicine phy-
sicians developed a claims-based definition for UC, based on diagnostic codes and claims
for UC treatments, procedures (cytapheresis), or surgery (postoperative claims). Claims
data and medical records for a random sample of 200 cases per site at two large tertiary care
academic centers in Japan were used to calculate the positive predictive value (PPV) of the
algorithm for three gold standards of diagnosis, defined as physician diagnosis in the med-
ical records, adjudicated cases, or registration in the Japanese Intractable Disease Registry
(IDR).
Results: Overall, 1139 claims-defined UC cases were identified. Among 393 randomly
sampled cases (mean age 44; 48% female), 94% had received ≥ 1 systemic treatment
(immunosuppressants, tumor necrosis factor inhibitors, corticosteroids, or antidiarrheals),
7% had cytapheresis, and 7% had postoperative claims. When physician diagnosis was
used as a gold standard, PPV was 90.6% (95% confidence interval [CI]: 87.7–93.5).
PPV with expert adjudication was also 90.6% (95% CI: 87.7–93.5). PPVs with enrollment
in the IDR as gold standard were lower at 41.5% (95% CI: 36.6–46.3) due to incomplete
case registration.
Conclusions: The claims-based algorithm developed for use in Japan is likely to identify
UC cases with high PPV for clinical studies using administrative claims databases.
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Introduction
Ulcerative colitis (UC) is a chronic inflammatory condition of the
colonic mucosa, characterized by increased frequency and urgency
of bowel movements, bloody diarrhea, and abdominal pain.1,2 UC

has an unpredictable disease course,1 and the symptoms are asso-
ciated with substantial impairment of a patient’s health-related
quality of life and work productivity.3,4 Approximately 10–15%
of patients with UC will experience an aggressive course,5 and
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primarily in patients with moderate-to-severe disease activity, the
5-year and 10-year cumulative risk of colectomy is 10–15%.6

The prevalence of UC in the Japanese population is
increasing.7,8 Epidemiology data show an increase from 63.6 per
100 000 persons in 20057 to 172.9 per 100 000 persons in
2014.8 However, there is a general lack of recent data from nation-
wide epidemiology studies on UC in Japan. In Japan, a national
database has been established for the promotion of research into
intractable diseases (rare diseases of unknown etiology for which
there are limited treatment options), and registered patients receive
a medical expense subsidy.9 However, only a proportion of
patients with UC are currently enrolled by their physicians into
this national registry as a result of the recent downgrading of
enrollment to include only moderate-to-severe cases of UC.10

Guidance from the Japanese Society of Gastroenterology high-
lights a need for further epidemiologic research to determine the
etiology of UC in Japan and improve understanding of the differ-
ences in presentation versus Western countries.11

Administrative claims databases provide a valuable source of
population-based and longitudinal data to study epidemiology,
treatments, and outcomes for clinically recognizable diseases,
and their use is encouraged by regulatory agencies in Japan for
post-marketing surveillance. Data derived from administrative
claims databases provide useful real-world data, especially for
those diseases for which the prevalence is relatively low, including
inflammatory bowel disease (IBD). Validated claims-based disease

definitions may also be used to identify study populations for
clinical studies. The use of administrative claims data for
research purposes is at an early stage in Japan.12–15 In contrast,
claims-based definitions of diseases have been developed else-
where, including validated algorithms for identifying patients with
IBD in administrative databases in Canada, Israel, and the United
States.16–18 It is unknown if these can be used with data from
Japan, due to unique features of Japanese claims data and differ-
ences in clinical practice.
The objective of this study was to develop a claims-based

algorithm for UC in Japan and to validate it versus gold standards
of diagnosis, defined as physician diagnosis in the medical re-
cords, adjudicated cases, or registration in the Japanese Intractable
Disease Registry.

Methods

Study design. This was a cross-sectional, retrospective re-
view of hospital claims data, medical records, and registry data
from two large, tertiary care academic medical centers: Kitasato
University Kitasato Institute Hospital, Tokyo, Japan, and Kyushu
University Hospital, Fukuoka, Japan. An overview of the study
is shown in Figure 1.
A claims-based definition for UC was developed by a steering

committee comprising epidemiologists, UC specialists, and

Figure 1 Study flow chart. UC, ulcerative colitis.
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internal medicine physicians, in accordance with Japanese clinical
practice. Algorithms based on combinations of diagnostic, pre-
scription, procedural, and surgical claims codes were used to iden-
tify cases meeting the definition for UC in the hospital databases
for data abstraction. A pilot study was conducted on a random
sample of 20 claims-based cases per center, and modifications
were made to the claims-based definition and data abstraction form
before conducting a validation study with a random sample of 200
cases per center. The algorithm use in the validation study was
based on a physician diagnosis and a drug, procedural, or surgery
claim (Table 1).
Trained abstractors reviewed the hospital medical records for

each individual claims-based case to extract the physician diagno-
sis, as well as the clinical and laboratory data, and to determine
whether the patient was enrolled in the Japanese Intractable
Disease Registry. Two independent abstractors cross-abstracted
data from a sample of 20 cases per center in the pilot study, and
inter-abstractor variability was assessed.
An adjudication committee of UC clinical experts independently

reviewed the abstracted medical chart data and selected claims
data for each case to make a final determination of the UC
diagnosis as definite, probable (definition of confirmed UC not
met but information suggests the case is likely to be UC), or
not UC (documented misdiagnosis or alternative diagnosis).
Inter-rater variability between adjudicators was also assessed,
based on the number of adjudicated cases for which there was
agreement divided by the total number of adjudicated cases.
The study protocol was approved by the Research Ethics Com-

mittee of Kitasato University Kitasato Institute Hospital (Protocol
number 18086, 20040) and the Research Ethics Committee of
Kyushu University Hospital (Protocol number 30-539) and at
Rutgers University. The study was conducted in accordance with
Guidelines for Good Pharmacoepidemiology Practices issued by
the International Society for Pharmacoepidemiology, Good
Epidemiological Practice guidelines issued by the International

Epidemiological Association, and Good Practices for Outcomes
Research issued by the International Society for Pharmacoeco-
nomics and Outcomes Research. Patients identified in the claims
databases were not required to provide consent for their data to
be included in the study; however, patients were provided with
the option of opting out of study inclusion.

Identification of cases in the hospital databases.
An algorithm based on combinations of International Classifica-
tion of Diseases, 10th Revision (ICD-10) diagnosis codes for UC
and claims codes for relevant therapies, procedures, and surgery
was used to identify cases in the hospital databases that were
treated and met the claims-based criteria (Table 1) between
January 01, 2012 and March 31, 2018 (Kitasato University
Kitasato Institute Hospital) and between October 01, 2010 and
March 31, 2018 (Kyushu University Hospital). The cases selected
had a primary diagnosis of UC with an inpatient or outpatient
claim, with an extended ICD-10 code K51 and Japanese claim
code (a full list of the ICD-10 and Japanese claims codes used in
the algorithm is shown in Table S1), and had to meet ≥ 1 of the
following criteria: prescription for a systemic therapy (tumor
necrosis factor inhibitor, immunomodulatory/immunosuppressant
drug, corticosteroids, or antidiarrheal) within the same month or
± 1 month (Table S2); procedural code for leukocytapheresis
or granulocyte monocyte apheresis within the same month or
± 1 month; or surgery, identified by a diagnosis and
claims/receipt code for a postoperative inpatient or outpatient
claim within the same month or ± 1 month (Table 1). Cases were
excluded from the analysis cohorts if they had a claim for
suspected UC as the primary diagnosis (unique to Japanese claims
code), a claims diagnosis code for Crohn’s disease (CD) and/or
Behçet’s disease within the same month or ± 1 month, or if the
patient opted not to be included in the study.

Table 1 Criteria for claims-based and gold standard definitions of UC

Claims-based definition† Gold standard definition

1) Primary diagnosis of UC in outpatient or inpatient claim

○ Excluding primary diagnosis of suspected UC, definite
CD, or Behçet’s disease

AND

2) Treatment: use of systemic agents‡

OR
3) Procedure: recorded use of leukocytapheresis or granulocyte
monocyte apheresis
OR
4) Evidence of prior surgery: patients with total colectomy plus
antidiarrheal medication either in inpatient or outpatient claims§

1) Physician diagnosis of UC from the medical records
2) Adjudicated cases (definite/probable) based on physician diagnosis
from the medical records and information from medical records on:

a Core clinical symptoms
b Positive colonoscopy

3) Registration in the Japanese Intractable Disease Registry

†Patients had to meet criteria 1) and fulfill one or more of criteria 2), 3), or 4) within the same claim month or ± 1 claim months (3-month period due to
monthly reporting).
‡Immunomodulators/immunosuppressants (sulfasalazine, sulphapyridine, mesalazine, tacrolimus, azathioprine and 6-mercaptopurine, and
cyclosporine); TNFi (infliximab, adalimumab, and golimumab); corticosteroids (prednisolone, budesonide, betamethasone, and methylprednisolone);
and antidiarrheal (loperamide hydrochloride).
§Clinical treatment unique to Japan. Patients with total colectomy are frequently treated postoperatively with antidiarrheal medication (loperamide).
CD, Crohn’s disease; TNFi, tumor necrosis factor inhibitors; UC, ulcerative colitis.
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Data extraction. Data extracted from the claims database in-
cluded age, gender, date of diagnosis, alternative diagnosis codes,
drug codes, daily dose, and procedure codes. Data extracted from
the medical records included: physician diagnosis for UC; enroll-
ment in the Japanese Intractable Disease Registry; core symptoms
(stool frequency, bloody stools, and abdominal pain); colonoscopy
score; total and partial Mayo scores (where available); laboratory
tests (hemoglobin, white blood cells, C-reactive protein, erythro-
cyte sedimentation rate, fecal calprotectin, and cytomegalovirus
antigenemia assay); total/partial bowel colectomy; height; weight;
and differential diagnosis (CD, amoebic enteritis). Total or partial
Mayo scores were not available for all patients due to medical re-
cords capturing patients’ symptoms as opposed to Mayo scores in
some cases. Data were abstracted from the claims database and
medical records onto data abstraction forms by trained abstractors,
and anonymized data were converted to an electronic database.

Statistical analysis. Demographic and disease characteris-
tics were summarized using descriptive statistics.
Positive predictive value (PPV) for the claims-based algorithm

was calculated as the number of cases meeting the claims-based
definition that were confirmed by gold standard diagnosis divided
by the total number of cases meeting the claims-based definition.
The 95% confidence intervals (CIs) for the PPV were calculated
using the normal approximation of the binomial distribution.
Three definitions of gold standard diagnosis were used separately
for the calculation of PPV: (1) physician diagnosis in the medical
records, (2) adjudicated cases (definite/probable) based on physi-
cian diagnosis and information on core clinical symptoms and
colonoscopy from the medical records, and (3) enrollment in the
Japanese Intractable Disease Registry (Table 1). PPVs and 95%
CIs were also generated using data stratified by gender and age.
It was estimated that a sample of 400 cases would provide a

confidence limit of < 10%, assuming a PPV of 85%.

Results

Cases identified in the claims database. A total of
705 cases meeting the claims-based definition for UC were

identified in the hospital databases of Kitasato University Kitasato
Institute Hospital (mean age 44 years; 43% female) and 434 from
Kyushu University Hospital (mean age 45 years; 49% female)
(Table 2). A random sample of 393 cases (200 per site selected;
seven cases were excluded during inter-site variability assessment
due to patients being admitted for non-UC visits) was used for
validation of the claims-based algorithm. Demographics, clinical
and laboratory characteristics, and treatments and procedures for
the abstracted cases are shown in Table 3.
The mean age (44 years) and proportion of female patients

(48%) for the sample of cases was similar to that of the overall co-
hort of claims-based cases. The time since diagnosis of the patients
sampled ranged from < 1 to ≥ 7 years. The majority of patients
had used 5-aminosalicylates (5-ASA; 79.4%), and 12.2% had re-
ceived a tumor necrosis factor inhibitor. The proportion of patients
receiving 5-ASAvaried between the sites, with a higher proportion
of patients receiving 5-ASA at Kitasato University Kitasato Insti-
tute Hospital (76% of patients were receiving mesalazine, and
17% of patients were receiving sulfasalazine) compared with
Kyushu University Hospital (64% of patients were receiving
mesalazine, and 4% of patients were receiving sulfasalazine).
Topical treatments are included within the “Immunosuppressants”
and “Corticosteroids” categories. Additionally, topical treatment
with 5-ASA was included in the treatment codes for 5-ASA.
A small proportion (< 8%) of the abstracted cases had

documented UC procedures or surgery in the medical records.
Most patients (63%) had bloody stools, 47% had abdominal pain,
24% had ≥ 10 bowel movements/day, and 88% had a positive co-
lonoscopy. Available laboratory data showed that approximately
half of patients had low hemoglobin or elevated white blood cells,
and around two-thirds had high C-reactive protein or erythrocyte
sedimentation rate.

Validation of the claims-based algorithm. Of the total
of 393 abstracted cases identified using the final algorithm, 356
had a physician diagnosis in the patient’s medical records, and
356 cases were adjudicated as definite/probable UC.
Thirty-seven abstracted cases were adjudicated and determined
not to be definite/probable UC; that is, the information available
suggested that these cases were not UC. The overall PPV was

Table 2 Overall patient disposition

All Kitasato University Kitasato
Institute Hospital

Kyushu University Hospital

Patients with at least one UC diagnosis code, n 1960 844 1116
Reason for exclusion, n

1. Diagnosis code for CD 19 10 9
2. Diagnosis code for Behçet’s disease 7 4 3
3. Absence of drug use for the treatment of UC, cytapheresis,
or postoperative UC

742 125 617

4. Reasons 1 and 2 2 0 2
5. Reasons 1 and 3 30 0 30
6. Reasons 2 and 3 19 0 19
7. Reasons 1, 2, and 3 2 0 2

Analysis population, n 1139 705 434

CD, Crohn’s disease; UC, ulcerative colitis.
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91% when determined using either the physician diagnosis from
the medical records or the expert clinical diagnosis (adjudicated
cases) as the gold standard (Table 4). The PPVs for the individual
hospitals were generally consistent. A total of 163 of the UC cases
with a physician diagnosis in the medical records were also
enrolled in the Japanese Intractable Disease Registry. The PPV de-
termined using this criterion as a gold standard was 42% overall,
and 30% and 53% for Kyushu University Hospital and Kitasato
University Kitasato Institute Hospital, respectively.
When stratified by gender, the PPV when using either the

physician diagnosis from the medical records or the expert clinical
diagnosis (adjudicated cases) as the gold standard was 87% and
94% for female and male patients, respectively (Table 5). The
PPV determined using the Japanese Intractable Disease Registry
as the gold standard was 40% for female patients and 43% for
male patients.
When stratified by age, the PPV when using the physician

diagnosis from the medical records as the gold standard was
93%, 97%, 91%, and 78% for patients aged < 20, 20–39,
40–59, and ≥ 60 years, respectively (Table 6). When using the
expert clinical diagnosis (adjudicated cases) as the gold standard,
the PPV was 93%, 96%, 92%, and 78% for patients aged < 20,
20–39, 40–59, and ≥ 60 years, respectively. Lastly, when using
the Japanese Intractable Disease Registry as the gold standard,
the PPV was 17%, 51%, 45%, and 28% for patients aged < 20,
20–39, 40–59, and ≥ 60 years, respectively.

Discussion
This cross-sectional, retrospective study of hospital claims data in
Japan validated a new claims-based definition of UC. The
claims-based algorithm, developed with expert input from epide-
miologists, gastroenterologists, and internal medicine physicians,
was based on a combination of diagnostic codes and claims codes
for UC systemic drugs, procedures, or surgery, and identified a co-
hort of UC cases from hospital administrative databases. The signs
and symptoms, and treatment history of the cohort identified were
as expected for UC. The PPV of the claims-based UC definition
versus gold standard diagnoses, based on physician diagnosis from
medical records or adjudication by independent expert gastroenter-
ologists, was 91%. When stratified by gender, the PPV remained
similar, at 87% for female patients and 94% for male patients.
However, when using the Japanese Intractable Disease Registry
as the gold standard, the PPV was 42% overall, 40% for female pa-
tients, and 43% for male patients. When stratified by age, the PPV
for all age categories < 60 years ranged from 91% to 97% when
using physician diagnosis from medical records or adjudication
by independent expert gastroenterologists as the gold standard.
The PPV was 78% in the ≥ 60 years age category when using

Table 3 Demographics and disease characteristics of the claims-based
cases of UC used for validation of the claims-based algorithm

Cases meeting claims-based
definition of UC (N = 393)

Age, years, mean (SD) 43.8 (17.6)
Female, n (%) 187 (47.6)
Year of diagnosis, n (%)

2011† 43 (10.9)
2012 56 (14.2)
2013 71 (18.1)
2014 52 (13.2)
2015 61 (15.5)
2016 56 (14.2)
2017 49 (12.5)
2018 5 (1.3)

UC therapies,‡ n (%)
5-ASA§ 312 (79.4)

Mesalazine 278 (70.7)
Sulfasalazine 42 (10.7)

Immunosuppressants¶ 99 (25.2)
Azathioprine 61 (15.5)
Tacrolimus 28 (7.1)

Corticosteroids†† 57 (14.5)
Prednisolone 49 (12.5)

Antidiarrheal‡‡ 22 (5.6)
TNFi§§ 48 (12.2)

Infliximab 34 (8.7)
UC procedures (cytapheresis),‡ n (%) 29 (7.4)
Diagnosis for past UC surgery,‡ n (%) 28 (7.1)
Symptoms, n (%)

Stool frequency ≥ 10 times/day 76 (24.2)¶¶

Bloody stool 216 (62.8)a

Abdominal pain 159 (46.9)b

Positive colonoscopy 317 (87.6)c

Abnormal laboratory results, n (%)
Low Hbd 220 (57.7)e

High WBCf 208 (54.6)e

High CRPg 233 (61.6)h

High ESRi 156 (66.4)j

†Includes initial diagnosis prior to 2011.
‡From medical records.
§Mesalazine or sulfasalazine.
¶Azathioprine, tacrolimus, mercaptopurine, or cyclosporine.
††Prednisolone, betamethasone, or budesonide.
‡‡Clinical treatment unique to Japan. Patients with total colectomy are
frequently treated postoperatively with antidiarrheal medication
(loperamide).
§§Infliximab, adalimumab, or golimumab.
¶¶n = 314.
an = 344.
bn = 339.
cn = 362.
dLow Hb defined as < 14.0–17.0 or < 13.7–16.8 g/dL for male patients,
and < 11.0–15.0 or < 11.6–14.8 g/dL for female patients at Kitasato/
Kyushu.
en = 381.
fHigh WBC defined as > 3.60–8.00 × 103 or > 3.30–8.60 × 103 at
Kitasato/Kyushu.
gHigh CRP defined as > ULN 0.30 mg/dL or > ULN 0.14 mg/dL at
Kitasato/Kyushu.

hn = 378.
iHigh ESR defined as > 10.0 mm for male patients and > 15.0 mm for
female patients at both hospitals.
jn = 235.
5-ASA, 5-aminosalicylates; CRP, C-reactive protein; ESR, erythrocyte
sedimentation rate; Hb, hemoglobin; SD, standard deviation; TNFi,
tumor necrosis factor inhibitors; UC, ulcerative colitis; ULN, upper limit
of normal; WBC, white blood cells.
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physician diagnosis from medical records or adjudication by
independent expert gastroenterologists as the gold standard.
Reported PPVs for other claims-based algorithms for UC or

IBD which have been validated in Canada, Europe, Israel, and
the United States are comparable with our results.16–20 For
example, a United States study using algorithms based only on
diagnostic codes identified cases of UC in the Veterans Affairs
Health Care Systems with PPVs of 66% to 89%.17 An additional
study reported a PPV of 81.4% for distinguishing UC from CD
cases in a Canadian health administrative database.19

Less than half of the claims-based cases identified at the two
participating hospitals in our study were registered in the Japanese
Intractable Disease Registry. PPV for the algorithm using enroll-
ment in this registry as the gold standard diagnosis was lower than
that for the other gold standard criteria (42%), indicating that UC
registry enrollment status cannot be used for validation purposes.
Case registration in the Japanese Intractable Disease Registry is

likely to be incomplete for a number of reasons. In 2018, there
was a change to the enrollment criteria to only accept moderate-
to-severe cases of UC or patients with high medical costs, meaning
that access to advanced treatment for patients with less severe dis-
ease is limited. In addition, the registration process through which
physicians apply on behalf of their patients is cumbersome and
must be repeated annually. Patient relocation or referral to different
medical centers may also have resulted in incomplete registration
of cases.
Reporting guidelines for validation studies of claims-based

algorithms caution that use of diagnostic codes alone in
claims-based algorithms may not achieve adequate accuracy.21 A
strength of our study was the inclusion of drug codes, as well as
claims codes for UC procedures and surgery (postoperative
claims), in combination with the diagnostic codes. The algorithms
were developed by a group of multidisciplinary experts and were
relevant for the Japanese health-care system. Of the patients with

Table 4 PPV (95% CI) of a claims-based algorithm for identifying cases of UC confirmed by gold standard diagnoses

Gold standard criteria All (N = 393)† Kitasato University Kitasato
Institute Hospital (N = 200)

Kyushu University
Hospital (N = 193)†

N PPV (95% CI) N PPV (95% CI) N PPV (95% CI)

Physician diagnosis‡ 356 90.6% (87.7–93.5) 186 93.0% (89.5–96.5) 170 88.1% (83.5–92.7)
Adjudicated cases§ 356 90.6% (87.7–93.5) 187 93.5% (90.1–96.9) 169 87.6% (82.9–92.2)
Enrollment in Japanese Intractable
Disease Registry

163 41.5% (36.6–46.3) 105 52.5% (45.6–59.4) 58 30.1% (23.6–36.5)

†Seven cases removed during inter-site variability assessment to exclude patients admitted for non-UC visits.
‡From medical records.
§Based on physician diagnosis from medical records and information on core clinical symptoms and colonoscopy from the medical records.
CI, confidence interval; N, number of cases meeting gold standard definition; PPV, positive predictive value; UC, ulcerative colitis.

Table 5 PPV (95% CI) of a claims-based algorithm for identifying cases of UC confirmed by gold standard diagnoses, stratified by gender

Gold standard criteria Female (N = 187) Male (N = 206)

N PPV (95% CI) N PPV (95% CI)

Physician diagnosis† 162 86.6% (81.8–91.5) 194 94.2% (91.0–97.4)
Adjudicated cases‡ 162 86.6% (81.8–91.5) 194 94.2% (91.0–97.4)
Enrollment in Japanese Intractable Disease Registry 75 40.1% (33.1–47.1) 88 42.7% (36.0–49.5)

†From medical records.
‡Based on physician diagnosis from medical records and information on core clinical symptoms and colonoscopy from the medical records.
CI, confidence interval; N, number of cases meeting gold standard definition; PPV, positive predictive value; UC, ulcerative colitis.

Table 6 PPV (95% CI) of a claims-based algorithm for identifying cases of UC confirmed by gold standard diagnoses, stratified by age

Gold standard criteria < 20 years (N = 30) 20–39 years (N = 143) 40–59 years (N = 137) ≥ 60 years (N = 83)

N PPV (95% CI) N PPV (95% CI) N PPV (95% CI) N PPV (95% CI)

Physician diagnosis† 28 93.3% (84.4–99.9) 138 96.5% (93.5–99.5) 125 91.2% (86.5–96.0) 65 78.3% (69.4–87.2)
Adjudicated cases‡ 28 93.3% (84.4–99.9) 137 95.8% (92.5–99.1) 126 92.0% (87.4–96.5) 65 78.3% (69.4–87.2)
Enrollment in Japanese Intractable
Disease Registry

5 16.7% (3.3–30.0) 73 51.0% (42.9–59.2) 62 45.3% (36.9–53.6) 23 27.7% (18.1–37.3)

†From medical records.
‡Based on physician diagnosis from medical records and information on core clinical symptoms and colonoscopy from the medical records.
CI, confidence interval; N, number of cases meeting gold standard definition; PPV, positive predictive value; UC, ulcerative colitis.
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a diagnosis code for UC, a large proportion (821 of 1960 cases)
were excluded due to the lack of prescription/procedure codes,
although it is still possible that there were patients with UC who
did not require medical treatment. This study is based on each in-
stitution’s Diagnosis Procedure Combination receipt and Medical
receipt; therefore, only in-hospital prescription data were included
in the model. Use of out-of-hospital prescriptions is common in
those patients attending Kyushu University Hospital; therefore, it
was possible for patients with UC attending Kyushu University
Hospital to be coded without any prescriptions. In addition, we
evaluated the use of multiple definitions of gold standard diagnosis
for validation of the claims-based criteria.
This study may serve as a model for the construction of

population-based cohorts for the study of numerous clinical as-
pects of UC, such as biologic use during pregnancy in patients
with UC and treatment patterns among patients with UC treated
with corticosteroids in Japan. The use of administrative data for
such purposes is still in its early stages in Japan; however, several
national databases, such as the Japan Medical Data Center and
Medical Data Vision, are now available to researchers. Recently,
two studies in Japan reported to have used the Japan Medical Data
Center database to investigate rates of persistence with biologic
UC therapies13 and explore the prescription pattern and economic
burden22 in patients with UC identified using a combination of
diagnostic codes and prescription data. A further study has inves-
tigated the use of ICD-10 codes to identify patients with UC and
CD in the Medical Data Vision database in order to determine
the incidence of nonmelanoma skin cancers and non-Hodgkin
lymphoma, and their relationship with use of IBD treatments.14

This study may serve as a model for further validation studies in
Japan, in accordance with Pharmaceuticals and Medical Devices
Agency recommendations for studies to support the credibility of
claims database research for the purposes of post-marketing
surveillance.23 Validated claims-based algorithms will be useful
for analysis of real-world drug use, treatment persistence, and
clinical course (e.g. rates of adverse events of special interest, hos-
pitalization, and surgery) in UC and other inflammatory diseases
in Japan. The validity of disease-identifying algorithms based on
combinations of diagnostic codes and drug prescriptions has also
been investigated using hospital claims data in The Validity of
Algorithms in Large Databases: Infectious Diseases, Rheumatoid
Arthritis, and Tumor Evaluation in Japan (VALIDATE-J)
studies.24,25

Limitations of this study include the use of only two participat-
ing centers, which were not randomly selected and may not be rep-
resentative of the wider Japanese population. Nonetheless, up to
60% of UC patients are seen by specialists at tertiary care centers
such as the two hospitals involved in this study, and it is likely that
our claims-based algorithm will identify most UC cases. More-
over, comparison of the patients with UC registered in the clinical
databases at each site during the study period with the number of
patients extracted using the algorithm revealed that almost all pa-
tients might be extracted (personal communication Haruei Ogino
and Taku Kobayashi). Additionally, the participating centers differ
in their use of in-hospital versus out-of-hospital prescription
systems, which may have contributed to the disparities in the
numbers of patients recorded as receiving UC treatment between
the centers. A further limitation of this study is that patients treated
only with topical therapies were not extracted by the algorithm.

The limited number of extracted patients who were postoperative
is also a limitation. Further validation studies for UC involving
different types of hospitals are needed to assess/confirm the gener-
alizability of our results. In addition, negative predictive values
and sensitivity/specificity were not estimated in the study.
In conclusion, the PPVof the claims-based UC definition using

physician diagnosis and medical record-based gold standards was
91%, suggesting that this claims-based algorithm is likely to
identify UC cases with high PPV for clinical studies including
Japanese post-marketing studies using administrative databases.
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